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The Nintendo 64 was in the class all on its own. It was one of the last consoles to ever use cartridges and featured some legendary games such as The Legend of zelda: Ocarina Time, 007 Goldeneye, Perfect Dark, Fable, and Pokemon Stadium. Now you can play these classics on your Android devices. Let's take a quick look at the best
N64 emulators for Android. It's worth noting that many of them use the Mupen64 open source project as a base, so there's a ton of difference between them aside from some unique features and perhaps a little more stability with different sets of games. You can actually use any of them and get something close to the same experience.
ClassicBoyMupen64Mupen64Plus F'RetroArchTendo64ClassicBoyPrice: Free/$3.99ClassicBoy is one of the best multi-system emulators. It supports NES, SNK NeoGeo, most Game Boy systems through Advance, Playstation and Nintendo 64. Each platform has its own feature set along with a set that works on all of them. Some of
these features include save/load states, gesture controls, sensor support, and more. Part of the N64 emulator is working normally. There are some stability issues here and there. Fortunately, you can try it before you buy it. Mupen64Price: Free /$0.99Mupen64 is a free, open source N64 emulator. It has decent compatibility, basic
emulator functions, and more. This is the one that everyone else uses as a base. So you can guess what kind of experience it is. It is not updated on the mobile phone anymore. However, you can search for Mupen64 in Google Play and find a bunch of Nintendo 64 emulators that use this code. The $0.99 version is an additional donation
to support the development. Mupen64Plus F'Price: Free /Up to $9.99Mupen64Plus Fz is one of the new N64 emulators. It's also not easy to use. The game includes tons of files, video profiles and other things. Some games work with some profile settings, while others don't. Most games work on this. However, it requires some play
around. The developer has a good guide linked in the description of Google Play to help. Otherwise, the emulator has various plugins, the usual emulator stuff, and more. This is the one we recommend first. This is one of the few that still gets regular updates. RetroArchPrice: FreeRetroArch is one of the best N64 emulators. It actually
supports a ton of different systems. Players load kernels that work like system emulators. It's a little hard to use. However, it works great once you get used to it. It can automatically scan Save files, save and download states, re-manage the map, download cheat codes, and more. It's also completely free and open source. There are over
80 things RetroArch can do. It's really impressive. It just might take a bit to get everything running. Tendo64Price: Free/$2.18Tendo64 is a pretty decent N64 emulator. Supports more than 20 languages Also includes cheats, save and download states, multiplayer support, and customizable layout buttons. This won't shock you with its list
of features, but otherwise tend to do well and compete favorably with Mupen64 and ClassicBoy. Unfortunately, it hasn't had an update since 2017. We hope that the developers are still working on it. If we missed any of the best N64 emulators for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest
Android app and game lists! We also have a list of NES emulators if you want to try something from the older generation! PlayStation was one of the most iconic gaming systems ever released and with it came a lot of legendary games. It dominated the fifth generation of game consoles with a rather hefty margin when it came to sales, and
many franchises, including Final Fantasy, Tony Hawk Pro Skater, Tekken, Spyro, Madden, and many others saw fantastic mainstream success. If you've played these games as a kid and want to play them again, then here are the best PlayStation emulators for Android right now. There aren't a ton of them, but the playStation emulator
market is basically as solid and good as it's going to get. This list hasn't changed much since 2018, and we don't expect it to change any time soon if a new competitor comes out of the woodwork. Also, to simplify things up a bit, we recommend either ePSXe or FPse because those are the two main competitors in that space, and one of
the two should definitely work for you. ClassicBoyEmuBoxePSXeFPseReTroArchClassicBoyPrice: Free/$3.99ClassicBoy bills itself as an all-in-one emulator. It supports a variety of consoles, including PlayStation, three Game Boy systems, Nintendo 64, NES, SEGA and NeoGeo. There are also different features. These include hardware
controller support, customizable touchscreen controls, some sound settings, and normal save and download states. This is a good option for those looking for multiple emulators under one roof. However, dedicated PlayStation emulators typically have more customization and configuration features. The only problem with ClassicBoy is his
age. The developer has only recently started updating the app again after a couple of years, so it has a few bugs to work on. EmuBoxPrice: FreeEmuBox is one of the new PlayStation emulators. It's also an all-in-one emulator app. It includes several consoles, including SNES, Nintendo DS, NES and, of course, PlayStation. The stability
was decent during our testing. It also includes saving and downloading states, supporting the cheat code, fast-forward mode, and hardware controller support. These are basically the best of the basics. It's not that like something like FPse, but it functions quite well. Also, it's totally free with advertising.ePSXePrice: $3.75ePSXe, possibly
one of the two best PlayStation emulators out there. This one usually tends to easier to use. It is also very stable. It also supports split-screen mode, save and download states, customizable controls, hardware controller support, and improved OpenGL graphics. There are also some plugins that add extra features. This is the one you have
to choose if you want something that just works right out of the box. The only downside is the lack of demo mode and the user interface looks ancient. Otherwise, it works and it works very well. FPsePrice: $3.63FPse is another of the two largest PlayStation emulators on Android. This one is very customizable. It has basic things such as
save and download states, customizable controls, high compatibility, and hardware controller support. However, it also has a number of cutting-edge options, plugins, and extras to help you make games play just right. You can choose the best graphics or the best game depending on your device. Like ePSXe, this one doesn't have a free
version to try. Also, this one has a steeper learning curve because of its huge variety of options. RetroArchPrice: FreeRetroArch is one of the most famous Playstation emulators. The emulator also boasts multi-platform support. It supports almost everything you can think of, really. You download each system individually as a plug-in. This
means that there is an additional layer of complexity compared to most PlayStation emulators. However, if you learn to master this app, you won't have to go hunting for another for quite some time. In our experience, the PlayStation core is relatively stable and works very well. It's totally free (and open source). If we missed any of the best
PlayStation emulators for Android, tell us about them in the comments! Click here to check out our latest apps and game lists! Sony PSP is one of the longest portable portable gaming consoles ever. He enjoyed seven years working with various new models coming out on a regular basis. It has a ton of games and Sony even ported some
PlayStation games to the system for purchase. Now you can play PSP games on your mobile phone or tablet. Here are the best PSP emulators for Android. We strongly recommend starting with PPSSPP. Most competitors just reskins out of PPSSPP so it's probably best to go to the source first. PPSPPRapid PSP
EmulatorRetroArchRocket PSP EmulatorSunshine EmulatorE EmPPSPPPrice: Free /$4.99PPSSPP, by far, the best of PSP emulators. Of all the emulators we tested, PPSSPP was the easiest to use, had the best and better performance. We won't blame you if you thought we were advertising here, but we really didn't. PPSSPP gets
frequent updates, has a paid version that removes ads, and this is the one that most other copycat developers are out of. We strongly recommend you try this first. The free ad-enabled version works fine if you want to test it. The $4.99 price removes the ads. App App also open source. Fast PSP EmulatorPrice: FreeRapid PSP Emulator is
a reskin PPSSPP, but actually provides a slightly different experience. This one is customized for lower devices and thus works a little faster without much tinkering. The app also supports hardware controllers, save states, ordinary things. There is not much else to note other than its settings run faster. PPSSPP still has the best support
for the game as a whole. However, Rapid is free without in-app purchases, so this can also be good for those on a budget. RetroArchPrice: FreeRetroArch is one of the most unique PSP emulators. It can actually emulate a ton of different gaming systems. RetroArch uses the Libretro system. It essentially works with plugins that act as
emulators. This way, RetroArch can do everything from SNES to PSP as long as you have the necessary plugin. The emulator seems to be working fine, but like most there are compatibility issues here and there. There is also a learning curve because the system is quite complex. Even so, it's a good try and it's totally free and open
source. Rocket PSP EmulatorPrice: FreeRocket PSP Emulator is a very medium emulator. It's relatively new, still some bugs, and its compatibility is just fine. It uses an open source PPSSPP project, so it has many of the same features. This includes saving and downloading states, a software controller, and, again, decent compatibility.
We didn't have any insurmountable problems during our testing. However, you can try something a little more mature like PPSSPP itself. However, in case it doesn't work for you, it's still an option. It's totally free with advertising. There are a bunch of PSP emulators like this one. You can search Google Play for it and throw a rock and hit
others like this. It doesn't make it bad, but it doesn't make it special either. Solar Light EmulatorPrice: Free (with ads) Solar emulator is another reasonably good PSP emulator. In terms of features, the list is quite short. It does all the usual things such as save states and networking games along with decent game compatibility. It also uses
open source PPSSPP code with some settings. There isn't really anything wrong with it that's also wrong with most other PPSSPP emulators, and it serves as a decent free option if you don't mind advertising. If we missed any great PSP emulators for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You Android app and game lists! Lists!
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